Pakistan Defense Day Speech in English #02
Respected Principal, teachers, and dear classmates, Good Morning!
The topic of my speech is Pakistan Defence day. Before starting, Let me
tell you why there is a word “Defence” in it. In September, our neighbor
and arch-rival India attacked Lahore, Sialkot, and the desert area of
Sindh. They had advanced weapons, tanks, and other missiles. We did
not have any advanced weapons like India. But still, our soldiers
successfully “Defended” our country. They gave their blood so that
Pakistanis at that time and us, their generation, could live peacefully. If
they had not defended Pakistan, our conditions would be just like
Srinagar.

Dear friends, you all know on the dawn of the attack, the Indian Army
Chief said they would eat Breakfast in Lahore. His wish could not be
fulfilled at that time. But decades later, his wish was fulfilled. As we all
know Lahoris love to drink Chai in the breakfast. Decades later Indian
pilot Abhinandan tried to attack Pakistani territory. His plane was shot
in the air by a Pakistani pilot. Later he was rescued from the mob. Then
Abhinandan bravely fulfilled the wish of his former Indian army chief by
drinking tea. And I would also like to congratulate the Mess.
Abhinandan liked the tea and said on camera, “The Tea is fantastic.”
Jokes aside, it is our army’s immaculate training that we fight hard till
the last minute.

We Enjoy Freedom on the Cost of our Soldiers’ lives.
Dear Friends, we enjoy freedom today because our troops laid their
lives. They protected our motherland with their blood. It is rightly said
that a soldier fights not because he hates what is in front of him. But

because he loves what is behind his back and that is his country,
people, and memories. Due to his valor in the 1965 war, Major Raja
Aziz Bhatti was awarded the highest military award “Nishan-e-Haider.”
Defence day is also the perfect occasion to renew our pledge with
Pakistan that we will work day and night to make our country a better
place. And also that we will not be intimidated or ordered by any
foreign state. And also that we will defend our country from anything,
be that a military assault or the assault on our ideology. May Allah
grant us the ability and determination to fulfill these pledges. I will end
my speech on slogan: Pakistan Zindabad!

